## Test Cases for Career Status Eligibility of Casual Employees (Explicit Maintenance Modifications)

**SCR Date of 02/01/01**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Employee ID No.</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Test Scenario</th>
<th>Actual Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1.** | 777000057 | Employee is hired as a ‘floater’ at 100% appointment for a year.  
Appointment 10 Type: 8  
Appointment 10 Percent: 100%  
Appointment 10 Begin Date: 01/16/01  
Appointment 10 End Date: 01/15/02  
Appointment 10 Pay Schedule: Monthly | Test Scenario – A ‘floater’ employee who is hired at 100% appointment for a year should not be enrolled into UCRS (UC Retirement System) and his Derived BELI should be based on his appointment time. The employee should be enrolled into the Safe Harbor retirement plan.  
After the online hire is completed, the following are expected:  
Retirement System Code (EDB 0122) = H  
FICA Eligibility Code (EDB 0120) = M  
Derived BELI (EDB 0375) = 2 | Same as expected results. |
| **2.** | 777000058 | Employee is hired as a ‘floater’ at 100% appointment for an indefinite period of time.  
Appointment 10 Type: 8  
Appointment 10 Percent: 100%  
Appointment 10 Begin Date: 02/01/01  
Appointment 10 End Date: 99/99/99  
Appointment 10 Pay Schedule: Monthly | Test Scenario – A ‘floater’ employee who is hired at 100% appointment for an indefinite period of time should not be enrolled into UCRS (UC Retirement System) and his Derived BELI should be based on his appointment time. The employee should be enrolled into the Safe Harbor retirement plan.  
After the online hire is completed, the following are expected:  
Retirement System Code (EDB 0122) = H  
FICA Eligibility Code (EDB 0120) = M  
Derived BELI (EDB 0375) = 2 | Same as expected results. |